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“BOG OUT” TURNS YOUR WHEELS INTO WINCHES
A complete Vehicle Recovery System designed for all ‘off road’ type vehicles

Core Competencies
The BOG OUT system was invented in Cairns in 2004 and commercialised 2014 after extensive
testing and IP. It is currently being manufactured locally and sold nationally and internationally and
discussions are underway with industry leaders in Europe, Africa, and USA etc.
Product range is specifically designed to assist to recover bogged or stranded vehicles
Safely
Reliably
Independently
Economically
BOG OUT range is
Extremely Strong
Compact and Lightweight
Easy to Use / quick training (add to OH+S)
Ideal in sand mud snow, forward or reverse recovery

Differentiators
There are various methods currently in use to remove vehicles from bogged situations, they are all
partial solutions, they include
Winches: electrical, mechanical and manual
Tow ropes and ‘snatch straps’
Traction board devices
Jacks
These have advantages and disadvantages, for instance
Winches are heavy, expensive, need maintenance and support systems, and are
generally mounted on the front of the vehicle, no good for reverse recovery
Tow ropes and snatch straps require a second vehicle which, if available, might also get
bogged, or create dangerous / unsafe loading
Traction boards are large and limited in their application, and when used in slippery
conditions can end up under a vehicle creating more problems

The BOG OUT system consists of an engineered harness that attaches one end to the bogged
wheel, and the other to an anchor. The wheels become extremely powerful winches when used with
BOG OUT. The front wheels move forward and the rear wheels work in reverse so that the vehicle
can be easily moved out of any bogged situation.

Past Performance
BOG OUT has been ‘torture tested’ for over 10 years in the rugged Australian tropics. They work in
all terrain and the system is designed for cars, 4wd’s, ATV’s, tractors and other machinery.
There are now thousands of BOG OUT’s in all sorts of off-road vehicles and we have never had a
single unit returned broken. They have been tested and reviewed by many 4wd clubs and magazine
field editors and were recently placed number one in a prestigious South African off road magazine.
Enquiries welcome for our custom designed systems, we are happy to work with industry for specific
application such as fire, military, mining, very heavy machinery extraction etc.

Company Data
We currently have a manufacturing capability of 5000 units pa, all made in QLD, and this can ramp up
to meet demand. We carry shelf stock of approx 500 units and larger orders are available on request.
The device has been entered into various award competitions such as the prestigious TNQ20
Innovation and Business Awards and won the ‘Innovation Excellence Award’ (sponsor AUS Industry)
amongst others; Anthill Smart 100; Top 100 Cool Companies; Qld Regional Achievement and
Community Awards.
BOG OUT carries $20 million Public Liability as well as Product Insurance.

BOG OUT offers training to supplement vehicle recovery knowledge
via a series of videos, and face to face where possible.
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